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EDITORIAL
Thanks to everyone for your continued

support and contributions to theNEWFEMALE
MIMICS MAGAZINE. This is our third issue this

year, and we are thrilled with the way you have
responded. We know we have the best editor,

KIM CHRISTY, and we know we have a great

staff, but when you respond as well as you do, it

really is exciting. Please keep those cards and
letters coming. Photos, too, if you can.

We have many exciting features in this issue,

including the MISS GAY U.S.A. CONTEST
FINALS held in Houston, Texas. And we must
say a big THANK YOU to Ron and Ely of

Houston, Texas for supplying us with the terrific

photo material on the contestants, and to

Andrea Nicole for all the helpful information she
contributed about the contest. The article by
LINDA LEE is superb and is a must for every

reader. She really knows the score and is very

helpful in giving much needed insight to the art

of cross-dressing. And our feature ladies this

month will thrill you all.

REMEMBER — Send those photos and
letters to K. Christy at P.O. Box 1622,

Studio City, CA 91604.
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Dear Editor:

In response to your article in

Female Mimics about “What is a

Transvestite,” I thought you might

enjoy hearing mine. I am still in the

closet. Several of the female friends I

have told about my love of wearing

female clothes have turned away
from me, and I have yet to find one

who is sympathetic and under-

standing and would like to help me. I

long to share my delight at being a

TV with a woman who would help

me but not dominate me. I am still a

man and enjoy making love as a man,

but would like to occasionally be

loved by a woman like a woman. I am
not into man-to-man activity. I have

not met any other TVs. I don’t know
how I would react — probably with

jealousy. One game I love to play is

trying to get into women’s restrooms

and then just sitting in a stall and
listening to what the women are

talking about. I often wear panties,

garter belt and hose, and a bra and

slip under my male clothes and take

them off when I get into the stall. I

would love to freely go into the ladies’

room dressed as a woman, but until I

come out, I will have to make do. I

also often take porno magazines into

the stalls with me, often photos of

TVs from your magazine, and
masturbate while the women are

peeing or talking. 1 really get turned

on by this, but deep down inside I

guess I want to get caught. I haven’t

been yet, and I often wonder what

the reaction of the women would be

if they knew about my game. One
thing that has recently turned me on
— the National Enquirer recently

had an article about the possibility of

a man having a baby. The fertilized

egg would be implanted in the lower

abdomen of the man, and it is very

possible that he can carry it to term.

A Caesarean would be required for

delivery, but the thought of being

pregnant fascinates me. What a

wonderful experience for a TV!

Hope this has given you some

information. I do enjoy your
magazine but would like to see more
pictures of non-professional TVs.

Sincerely,

Joan

Dear Joan:

Thank you for your interesting

letter. We are glad to hear that you
enjoy FEMALE MIMICS. We try to

give our readers as much insight to

the TV world as possible, as well as

showing non-professionals when-

ever we can. But you must
understand that in order to do this,

we need all you readers out there to

send in pictures and information

about yourselves to FEMALE
MIMICS, so we can share with

everyone

!

Kim

Dear Kim:

I’ve just received the latest copy of

Female Mimics magazine (Spring

1979), and believe that it is one of the

best issues yet! As always, Andrea
Nicole was fantastic as was Shalei

and the articles and coverage of the

Miss Gay U.S.A. California Finals.

The TV scene has interested me for

many years, and I’ve had the cross-

dressing urge for as long as I can

remember, even as a child. The past

several years have found me trying

to develop a more feminine mystique

and manner, as well as helping and
being helped in my goals by other

TVs and TSs. Also, I’ve done
photography for TV groups such as

Tri-Sigma, as well as other TVs/TSs
and FIs for use in their “portfolios,”

and also catalogue work for stores

that cater to the TV community.

One article appeared in the Fetish

Times showing a session which took

place at Ubas Fashions in Holly-

wood, California. I am enclosing

several photos, a cross-section of my
efforts for the past two years, and

would like to hear your views.

Sincerely,

Danielle

Dear Danielle:

Thank you for your stunning

photos. I wish we had the space to

print all of them. I’m glad to see you
have accomplished the art offemale
impersonation so completely, and
hope it will inspire and encourage all

of our readers.

We love Ubas as well, and hope
everyone knows she’s located at

6013 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Ca.

90028. Her hours are from noon to

9:30 p.m. And she does have a

complete section of clothes and
shoes in all sizes.

Thank you again, Danielle, and
we hope to hear from you again.

Kim
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Ever since Iris was a
child, dressing and
role playing were her
favorite diversions,

rather than playing
baseball, basketball
and football, etc.

Fantasizing herself a
well-bred young lady,

she learned to per-

fect this image in

every detail.
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New York proved to be the
best place for this Eurasian
beauty to cultivate her
ladylike manners and em-
bark on a career in the
fashion world!
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So striking are Iris’

chiseled features, not
to mention impec-
cable taste in clothes
etc., anyone who
does find out the
true story chooses to

ignore it! That’s
perfection!
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by linda lee

In “On Coming Out,” my article for the last issue of

FEMALE MIMICS, I talked about passing in public.

In response to no requests whatsoever, I want to

expand on some Of the ideas from that article so that you
can look your best if you do want to pass in public (or

even if you don’t).

Remember, the better you look, the more relaxed you
will be; the more relaxed you are, the more easily you will

pass.

For readers who missed the last issue of FEMALE
MIMICS (shame on you!), I’ll recap, in the course of this

article, some of the points I made last time. I hope those

who did read it will bear with me. (If not, tough, because

I’m going to do it anyway!)

One of the most important points I made was that

anyone attempting to pass as a woman must observe

women closely. This applies to all aspects of appearance:

clothing, makeup, hair, posture, etc. You want to fit in,

not stand out.

I have some good news and some bad news. The good
news is that you begin assessing, your good points.

I think you’ve probably already guessed the bad news.

Don’t let it upset you. Only when you really know your

bad points can you do something about them.

In order to correct your flaws, you have to use your

eyes, but not perhaps the way you think. The secret of
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correcting beauty flaws is to read. There are many
excellent books on beauty and on all its aspects, like

makeup, clothing and so on. A short article like this can

only touch on a few problems, but in books you can find a

solution for almost any problem you have.

Two of the best books I’ve found on makeup are LA
BEAUTE by Corbasson and Bruchard, and
DESIGNING YOUR FACE by Way Bandy who,
incidentally, is probably the outstanding makeup artist

today.

There are lots of others as well, most with something

to offer. One tip on selecting a book on makeup: look for

one with lots of illustrations. Beauty books that rely

mostly on text are often very hard to follow. To some
extent, books on theatrical makeup can provide useful

hints as well.

The same advice applies to clothes. There are books,

both on how to dress well and on sewing which provide

useful hints on minimizing figure flaws and making the

most of your good points.

Sewing, incidentally, is an excellent skill to have (I wish

/could do it . . .) because one can, in making a garment,

adjust for sleeve length, shoulder width, and so on . . .

all the areas that commonly are problems for

transgendered people.

Books on modeling are another good source of hints

and tips. Models are constantly faced with having to look

good, and they develop useful tricks that can be valuable

whether one is a model, or just wants to look like one!

Once you are well-read on the subject, the time has

come to start experimenting. The only way to

accomplish what you want is to keep practicing at it.

(Some of you more astute readers may have realized

that the things I’m recommending are exactly the same
things a woman might do if she were trying to improve
her appearance ... I often wonder why this doesn’t

occur to more transgendered people . . .Oh, well . . .)

Practice is, naturally, easier and cheaper with makeup
than with clothes. Unless one gets into the more exotic

and exclusive makeup lines, one can experiment a fair

amount for not much money. About the only major

expense is a good mirror, well-lit, and if you already have
one in your house, you are well on your way.

One thing, though . . . the illumination for your face

should come from in front of your face. If the light is

above your head or behind you, the shadows will play

tricks as you try to make up.

Since clothes are another matter altogether, as far as

expense, let other people do a lot of the experimentation

for you. Look for people with figures similar to yours and
see what looks good, or doesn’t, on them. This trick

applies not only to women with similar figures to yours,

but to other TVs and TSs as well.

One trick you can use to minimize the cost of

“dressing for two,” especially until you are sure of what
looks good on you, is to check the local Goodwill,

Salvation Army or other thrift store.

This calls for selective shopping, however, very nice

things do turn up there. Some cities have very classy

second-hand shops, often run by the Junior League or

similar charitable organization.

These can be real treasure troves of fashionable (and

sexy!) outfits, because it is usually fashionable (and

sexy!) women who contribute to them. I once picked up
an original Emilio Pucci for under ten dollars which
probably wouldn’t have paid for a haughty look from the

staff at the salon in Florence.

Remember, though, nothing is a bargain if it doesn’t

look good on you!

One of the best tools to get an idea of what really looks

good is a camera. Mirrors can be very deceptive, but

some good candid photos (and I do mean candid. . .not

carefully posed shots) can go a long way toward an
objective idea of how you look.

The ideal device for controlling the shutter is a friend,

but a timer or an extension shutter release can be useful

if a friend isn’t handy.

For that matter, sympathetic friends can be a help in all

departments so long as they can be honest and objective

enough to give you feedback that will really be useful.

Many transgendered people have more trouble

accepting their body flaws than any problem in their

facial features. After all, you can use makeup for facial

flaws, but a body is just sort of there.

The most common problem is probably height, but it

needn’t be, really. The most totally natural, and one of

the most beautiful TSs I know is 6’2”. Her secret is that

she has accepted her height. She has made the most of

her good points, which are many, and she doesn’t try to

hide the fact that she’s tall. I’ve seen her walk down the

street in outrageous platform shoes, but her self-

assurance is such that people who react at all react with

“Gee, she’s tall!”

Incidentally, a good way to see how well you are

passing is to have a friend walk 15 to 20 feet behind you
and listen for comments people make after you pass.

You may discover you really don’t have as much to

worry about as you thought ... (of course you may
also discover that you have to go back to the drawing

board, but that’s important to know, too!)

Height is just about impossible to hide, but most other

figure problems can be minimized by the careful

selection of clothes.

Many transgendered people feel very awkward about

their hands. Hands are difficult to alter or adjust, and
aside from keeping them well-groomed and perhaps

using “Pretty Feet” lotion to remove rough spots, the

best thing to do is probably to forget them. One tip,

though, is make sure your sleeves are long enough to

really reach your wrists. Sleeves that are too short make
your hands look bigger.

So few people wear gloves these days, at least out here

on the west coast, that to do so would probably only call

unwanted attention to your hands, besides giving rather

the effect of an old-fashioned minstrel show.

Body hair is a problem that can be solved. Indeed, the
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real concern is not finding a solution, but which solution

to use. Most common is probably shaving, but for many
the results are short-lived, and it can cause irritation.

Some people prefer waxing because the result is

smoother and the re-growth is slower, but I’d think this

would be a reasonable solution only if you are very lightly

haired (or heavily into agony . . .)

My own favorite, because I tend to get skin irritation

from shaving, is to use a depilatory like Nair or Neet. I

also like it because it really does leave me softer and
smoother than shaving, and (to return to the practical)

I’m lots less likely to get ingrown hairs when they grow
back.

Of course, the simplest way to deal with body hair is to

cover it up, a relatively simple matter with current

fashions. A cowl-necked sweater, long skirt and boots

leave very little exposed but is still very much in fashion,

as well as being soft and feminine.

This is a good spot to mention something few people

consider: the psychological value of clothes. Actors have

known for ages that as they get into costume and
makeup, they begin to assume the character they are

portraying.

The same is true of street clothes and, especially, I

think, of what we wear next to our skin.

If I’m going out and I put on a pair of really pretty, soft,

feminine bikinis, it doesn’t matter that I may be wearing
nothing more glamorous over them than a pair of jeans

and a tee shirt; I still feel sexy and kind of special all over.

It’s a psychological trick, of course, but it works, and if

you really feel feminine, it can’t help but be reflected in

other positive ways.

One way it may help is in your posture. People who are

unsure of themselves, or who want to be unnoticed, tend

to hunch into themselves. People who are confident and
relaxed tend to sit, stand, and carry themselves well.

So, if your posture is normally good, be careful it

doesn’t deteriorate when you dress. If it normally isn’t so

good, watch it that much more carefully.

Thinking of the psychological effect of clothing, make
sure what you are wearing is comfortable. Even at the

most relaxed of times, uncomfortable clothes can make
us uneasy, and being out cross-dressed is hardly the

most relaxed state for most of us.

* * *

Almost no one has an ideal face. (Well, some say

Catharine Deneuve does, but she isn’t loaning it

out . . .)

Most of us have flaws to correct and have to learn the

tricks of makeup to do it.

Remember, though, for most occasions, subtlety is the

key. The ideal is to look like you aren’t wearing makeup
at all, but that you look good naturally.

In a bit I’ll go step by step through my own makeup, but

first let’s get down to a few basic things that have to be
taken care of before we start.

What are your eyebrows like? If you have brows like

John L. Lewis, you can hardly expect to look like

anything but John L. Lewis in drag.

Perhaps more than any other step, thinning and
shaping your brows can soften your face. Thinning
doesn’t mean you have to look like Jean Harlow. It is

entirely possible to have neatly groomed brows that will

be neither too masculine nor too feminine.

If you wear glasses, you have an advantage because
unisex frames are very much in style, and often the frame
will come just across the brow line.

By the way, thinning your brows can make you look

younger, too.

One of the all-time big questions is “How can I cover
my beard?” There are many techniques that work with

varying degrees of success.

Some years back, Cathy Slavik published an article

called “Eureka, It Works,” which detailed a very good
system for beard cover.

Since many of you may not have access to that, I’ll run

through my version of it quickly. Basically, it consists of

covering the beardline with an under-makeup covering

(Adrien Arpel’s Porcelain Coverbase was one I used,

Revlon Moon Drops Demi Oil Blotter was
another . . .). These were not oil-based, so they didn’t

smudge when base was applied over them.

Next, the same area is covered with a light coating of

creme blusher. Choose a good clear warm pink or

peach, because the idea is to counteract the bluish color

of the beard which, incidentally, can be seen even below
the skin line. This is why some people have trouble no
matter how closely they shave. Don’t use a dark red

blusher, because the darker reds contain a lot of blue.

After this step, the base and the rest of the makeup are

applied normally.

This is a good time for a word about electrolysis. It is a

long, expensive process and, for many people, quite

uncomfortable.

I can’t do anything about the long part or the

uncomfortable part, but I do have a suggestion that may
help with the expense. If yoi^ live in or near a major city,

see if there is an electrolysis school in the area. Often,

schools will provide student work on a low-cost basis.

This is the only way I was able to begin my electrolysis.

A handy tip: try working with as many different

operators as you can, so you get an idea how they are.

And, naturally, work on less sensitive areas until you find

someone really good.

Now we’ll go step by step through my own makeup.
I no longer worry about a special beard cover, so I

begin with base. I use a creme base and apply it a little

more heavily in areas where re-growth from electrolysis

is still noticeable. The trick is to use it as lightly as you
can. In areas like cheeks, where face color naturally

changes, try to make it almost transparent, just a little

color.

Blusher is next, used for a lot these days besides

accenting cheek color.
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I use a powder blusher, but I don’t use the brush that

came with it. Instead, 1 use a Japanese rabbit-hair brush
from an art supply store. These are called “hake”
brushes, and mine are made by Joto. They come in

widths from 1-1/8” to over 5 inches. I use the smallest for

blusher. They are a little expensive, but are softer and
finer than any makeup brush I’ve ever found, and will

blend colors very subtly.

I shadow my temples, under my cheekbones to

accentuate them, my jaw line (to minimize it), and the

underside of my nose (to make it seem shorter).

Sometimes, I’ll lightly go over my upper lip (to neutralize

any blue tones). I also shadow between the underside of

the jaw and the throat.

Next, I make up my eyes. For me, a monochromatic
eye in shades of brown works best. I use two shadows, a

white and a light brown, and two eye “crayons,” a dark
brown and a black.

Along the area just below the brow, following the bony
part of the eye socket, I highlight with white. Below this,

along the inner part of the eye socket and on the eyelid, I

put the light brown (almost a beige) shadow. These are

blended into each other and into the rest of the makeup.
With the dark brown eye crayon I follow the crease of

the lid and blend this out. I also use the brown crayon to

accentuate the inner and outer corners of the eye very
subtly. I then take the black crayon and put a small

“smudge” at the top of the eye alongthe crease, blending
it toward the outer corner of the eye.

Very lightly with the black crayon, I go along the upper
lash line, blending it afterward with a cotton swab if the

line is too definite. I also re-accent the corners of the eye
a very tiny bit using the black, again blending with a swab
if it is too harsh.

Now, I powder the entire makeup using transluscent

powder in a medium shade. I powder quite heavily and
brush off the excess thoroughly with a powder brush (I

use a 3” hake brush for this . . .)

Next comes a neat trick. I wish I could remember who
showed me this so I could thank them. I take one of those
plastic trigger sprayers, set for a fine mist, and filled with

ordinary cold tap water, and spray the entire makeup.
Then I pat all over with my fingertips. This helps “set” the

makeup and removes any powdery look. Usually, I let it

dry naturally, but if you are in a hurry, you can blot the

excess with a slightly damp washcloth.

And here’s a tip: if I’m slithering into a slinky gown, or
climbing into a cuddly sweater, or putting on anything
that goes on over my head, I put a tissue over my face to

protect both my makeup and my clothes from smudges.
That’s also why I wait until after I’m dressed to apply

mascara and lipstick, the two big smudgers.
A couple of tips on lips . . . always apply your base

over the lip line. This makes any alterations to the natural

line much easier. Under everything, even base, put a

coat of Blistex on to soften and protect. Actually, to keep
your lips soft and moist, you should wear a little Blistex all

the time, not only under makeup.
A lip brush will give you much better control and more

flexibility in applying lip color. It’s well worth learning to

use one.

About hair there is little I can say . . . keep it clean and
shiny, and use a conditioner now and then, especially if

you use a blower to dry it or use hot rollers to curl it.

Many hairstyles don’t differ much between men and
women these days, and unisex styling salons are

everywhere, so don’t feel shy about seeking them out.

I’m prejudiced in favor of long hair myself. Few people

think twice about a male with long hair these days, so
don’t be afraid to let it grow a little. To me, there is

nothing like the sensuous feeling as it swings when I turn

my head, or tickles my back when I look up. It might not

mean much to most people, but I love it!

I’d like to close with a word about plastic surgery. So
many people seem to think of it as the magic answer to all

their problems that I’d like to stress one thing: it isn’t.

There are circumstances where it can really help. A
nose that’s way too big, a bulldog chin . . . these defects

can be helped, but you can’t expect to begin the process
looking like Lon Chaney and finish up looking like Britt

Eklund.

Too much plastic surgery can be worse than none. I’ve

seen people whose faces look like they can no longer

move because of the amount of plastic surgery they’ve

had done.

The most important thing if you are thinking about
such a step is to make sure you choose a reputable

surgeon, and one who will explain fully and frankly the

likely results of what you are doing.

* * *

Well, that’s about it. I’ve nattered along at great length,

but I hope that along the way I’ve let drop a hint or tip or

bit of advice that will be useful to you.

Now go out there and put your best self forward!

* * *

Linda Lee has released a one-hour
audio cassette entitled “A CONVER-
SATION WITH LINDA LEE,” cover-
ing topics of interest to trans-
gendered people. It is available for
$9*95 plus 659 postage and handling
from OZMA PRODUCTIONS, P.O.
Box 23001 , Oakland, California,
94623 . It includes a selection of
Linda Lee's own favorite photo-
graphs, “The Linda Lee Album.”
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BECAUSE OF THE DEARTH OF PUBLISHED

MATERIAL ON CROSS-DRESSING, WE ARE LEFT

WITH ONLY A FEW MEMOIRS OF THOSE WHO
LEFT AN INDELIBLE MARK IN THE ANNALS OF THIS

FINE ART.



THEIR COURAGEOUS DE-

TERMINATION IN THOSE
EARLY, LESS TOLERANT
DAYS, HAVE PAVED THE

WAY FOR THE FREER
EXPRESSION NOW EN-

JOYED BY TODAY’S
ARTISTS.
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ALL OF THESE PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS SHOULD REMIND US
OF THE EARLY BEGINNINGS OF DRAG. NO HORMONES -
ONLY WIGS, MAKEUP, PADDING AND TALENT, TO MAKE

“BOYS INTO GIRLS.”



TIMES HAVE CHANGED, AND IMPER-

SONATION HAS GOTTEN VERY IN-

NOVATED ALONG WITH EVERYTHING
ELSE, BUT THESE “GOLDEN GIRLS” WERE
OUR TEACHERS ALONG THE WAY.





Magnificent and Exotic
are only a few words to

describe Sulka. This
“mimic” has indeed

achieved the look of a
walking fantasy, which
was just our thought

when we met this

beauty at one of Cali-

fornia’s local functions.

She was only to pleased
when asked to pose for

us, and no one was
disappointed!









Frank sexuality is what
this “lady” is all about,

standing five feet, eight

inches tall, a simple
walk down a city street

can turn into a virtual

riot as men and women
fall over themselves to

catch a closer look at

this sexy vixen, with the
grace of a super star

she glides past them
with a “if they only

knew” look on her
flawless face!



Sulka’s fascination for large
breasts (measuring 36-DD) is

very deep-rooted. Her ideal
images of women have always
included hourglass figures,
with mammoth mammaries
and sultry faces. Sulka
certainly lives up to her own
ideals, don’t you think?





Tennessee was no place for

Eve, who longed to be a
professional impersonator.

Practicing her strip routine in

small clubs back home gave
her the courage to head East
and try out for the big time.

29
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Many an impersonator has this goal in mind after

adjusting to the female role, and Eve is different only in

the tremendous commitment she has in living as a

female, and someday having surgery to make her
complete. The aspiring TV’s in our reading audience

would be wise to take a close look to see how Eve makes
do in the present.
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“Dressing like a gal has always given me a
certain kind of security that I never felt when I

dressed as a man, besides, being effeminate
makes me feel sexy,” announces Eve.



After she completes her change-over

and accomplishes her total feminine

person, she desires to find a

charming man, get married, and
make a good home for herself and

her husband. Of course we at

FEMALE MIMICS all wish you the

best, Eve!
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MEMOIRS
OF A TV
LESBIAN

The following story is true. It

concerns the startling, and to us,

wonderful changes that have trans-

formed us from a regular man and

wife to two lesbian lovers. Before,

we were a happily married hetero-

sexual couple; now, we are an even

happier transvestite couple.

My name is Terri. Three years

ago, in a large hall, with not one, but

two rabbis officiating, with two

hundred relatives looking on ador-

ingly, beaming and smiling, I

married a woman named Norma.

Norma wore a long, delicate white

gown, orchids, and teardrop aqua

earrings which I had had custom-

made for her. I wore black tails, a

top hat and white gloves. My name

was not Terri then.

Now and then we talk of re-doing

our wedding, though I don’t think our

relatives will come. For this time,

Norm will be wearing the suit, and

I'll be wearing the dress.

If there is any popular concept of

the male transvestite, it is that of a

boy raised as a girl and feeling that

he’s a female “trapped in a man’s

body.” While this is true for some,

it’s not true for most. When I was

younger, I felt myself to be a boy,

and a reasonably happy one. I just

had this thing, that girl’s clothes,

wearing them, looking at them,

thinking about them, gave m6 an

overwhelming sexual thrill. I wasn’t

ashamed of this; how could I be

ashamed of something that gave so

much pleasure? Yet, I felt a terrible

sense of fear at the thought of

anyone finding out. So, I convinced

myself that it was really a minor part

of my life, perhaps a childhood

adventure. I even thought it might go

away when I got married, since I

would then be happily fulfilling the

male role and so have no need to

feel female.

Of course, it was when my
attempts to succeed in the male role

faltered that my inner self was most

able to emerge. One night at

university, I lost a lot of money

playing poker. Since I usually won,

and since at that time, poker was a

male fantasy to me, I felt extremely

depressed. Back in my room, I

removed from their hiding place a

white bra and a nylon slip. Before

putting them on, I got very stoned.

Then l lay back and stroked my
body, very slowly, my fingertips

lingering on the thighs, the belly,

and especially the nipples. My
breasts? have always been highly

sexual to 'me. At times it has been

almost unbearably erotic to have my
nipples kissed.

When I felt my whole body

aroused, I at last put on the bra and

the slip. Immediately it was like a

wave knocking me head over heels.

The bra was padded, of course, and I

pressed the padding against my

breasts while my back arched and

my eyes closed, and I turned my
head from side to side, my mouth

open.

I lay there, with that ecstatic

feeling of being just on the verge of

orgasm, for two hours, never once

touching my genitals, my legs

spread open as wide as possible to

feel the muscles pull the groin. At

times, I would conjure an imaginary

tongue which licked my legs and

slid up the hard ridge of my erection

to swirl around the top. At other

times I imagined my own cock

thrusting deep inside me.

Pictures of dresses, evening

gowns, bras, panties, negligees,

stockings and high heels floated

past my eyes. I saw myself in

flowing gowns, in bikini bathing

suits, as a dancer in wild skirts, or a

tart in a low-cut dress, or a little girl

in princess clothes and ribbons.

Fantasies flew at me, simple ones,

such as being a teenager and having

a group of girlfriends who would

dress me in their newest clothes and

insist I go away with them as a girl.

Or I’d be very little, and my mother

would dress me in a pink dress and

petticoats and satin shoes when her

women friends visited, and they’d

all say how pretty I was and buy me
presents. Then, years later, my
mother would have a reunion with

her friends and of course, I would

have to get dressed up again, but

now, since I was older, I’d have to

wear a padded bra and high heels

and makeup. Lying there while my
fingers pressed or stroked the bra,

while the soft slip draped across the

erection so that every time it moved

the nylon slid across me, my
fantasies came like wild bursts of

light, each one teasing and coaxing

me, so that when I came, it was like



a flower slowly opening, an indes-

cribably slow chill from the toes

through the whole body, perfectly

and beautifully relaxed while the

semen slowy oozed out of me.

That, I think, was what Wilhelm

Reich would have called a real

orgasm, in contrast to the short,

quick spurts we usually manage in

our distracted lovemaking. Only,

Reich was hung up and believed

that only “normal” coitus could

achieve such a liquid result. A very

few times in my life, I've been able

to completely surrender myself to

sexual release. Some of these times

have been with lovers, some all

alone, like that night in my ill-fitting

bra and slip.

We live in an anti-sex society,

and one of the ways it keeps its

clamp on us is by the belief that

masturbation, even if it's all right, is

only “a poor substitute for the real

thing." So, most people, when they

masturbate, think of someone
they'd like to make love to and then

feel guilty or depressed because

that person isn't really there. They

don’t know how to make love to

themselves. One of the great

advantages of being a transvestite

is that you are less cut off from your

own sexuality.

I first began to be interested in

wearing girls’ clothes as a young

child. There are vague memories of

being around four years old and

masturbating with thoughts of my
sister’s panties. Naturally, though, it

wasn’t until puberty that I really

took a very strong interest in

dressing. I was lucky. About the

time I was fifteen, my sister went off

to university, and both my parents

were working, so I had the whole

house to myself every day after

school. At the time when my urge

was strongest, I would rush off the

school bus, sometimes just about

running, lock the door, and go into

my mother’s room and pull down the

shades. Then I would very carefully

take out her clothes and lay them on

the bed. One after another I tried

them on, lace panties, bras — I

remember one in particular that I

really loved, a white strapless with a

flower design decorating the cups

— even her girdles (though I was

always afraid of coming from the

pressure on my erection and thus

staining the material), black swirly

skirts and long red dresses, clinging

slips and delicate negligees. Her

shoes, unfortunately, never fitted

me, and I was afraid to put on her

stockings for fear of ripping them,

though there was a pair of black

tights which I tried, happily dis-

covering how pretty my legs looked.

I would use whatever makeup I

could find; I especially liked her red

lipsticks. Clad in a clinging black

dress, my hair combed forward, my

lips made up, I would look in the

mirror and think myself incredibly

lovely.

Perhaps it's amazing that I was

never caught, but I always put

everything back exactly the way I

had found it, even to folding her

scarves along the same creases, or

having one cup of a bra sticking out

from under a girdle precisely the

way it was before.

During this time, I developed

complex fantasies, like stories.

Some of these were remarkably

innocent for sex fantasies. For

instance, I read a letter in an advice

column from a boy whose mother

insisted on setting his hair every

night. I imagined my mother doing

this, trying out different styles on

me. I would protest at first, but soon

begin to suggest new styles myself.

Then, one night, while my mother

would be combing out my hair, I

would say I was curious to see how I

would look in makeup. After she had

delightfully made up my face, I

would tell her that we couldn't get

the full effect unless I was wearing a

dress. And from there, my mind

touched all the gorgeous clothes my
mother and I would try on me.

Now I’m taking female hormones

to develop an actual bust, and I find

I’m always wearing clingy tops, and

looking in mirrors sideways, and

cupping my hands on my small

breasts. Like a twelve-year-old, I’m

always staring at women’s busts on

the street. It sometimes seems like

magic to me. Indeed, I sometimes

think of my life now and I think how

wonderful it is to be able to live your

fantasies. Once, Norma and I went

to a dance with a couple of other

gay women. I was wearing a long,

silk embroidered skirt that a friend

had made for me. After the dance,

we had to walk home part of the

way. While my skirt clattered on the

pavement, I thought how such a

night was once beyond my wildest

dreams.

When I first told Norma some of

my fantasies, she was amazed at

how innocent they were, and yet

society teaches us to hide them.

Perhaps society finds this very

simplicity hard to handle. There is

almost no transvestite pornography.

The porn people cannot believe that

people get excited by simply

dressing up.

Despite my fantasies' complex-

ity, I almost never thought about

transvestism when I wasn’t excited.

I was so convinced it was unim-

portant, a minor part of my life, that I

didn’t even tell my wife, because I

thought it would go away once I was

married! This, despite the fact that

there were times when I would be

making love to someone and I could

only maintain an erection by

secretly thinking of transvestite

fantasies. I simply chose to ignore

those times and concentrate on the

times when I really communicated

with my lover. For years, I'd

convinced myself that transvestism

was okay, but only as a trivial,

secret kick.

We were married only three or

four months when I told Norma I

wanted to wear her night dress. She

complied, afraid but not wanting to

refuse me. For some time, we kept

on this way, not really talking about

it. I would only push Norma when I

felt a desperate need, and when I
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didn’t, we put it out of our minds.

It wasn’t until Norma joined

women’s liberation that I really

began to come out. As she began to

assert herself, she insisted that I

give up my male privileges, that I

share the housework, and respect

her needs. Fine, I responded, I'd like

to give up being a male altogether.

On a deeper level, it was the

principle of liberation, that your life

is your own, and society can't tell

you what you are, that really

enabled me to shed my fears and

experiment with what I wanted. As

we talked constantly, examining in

detail our lives and how society had

treated us, I realized that I alone

could determine what it meant for

me to be a transvestite.

I felt like a woman. Beneath my
erotic fascination with women’s

clothes I discovered, as I finally

confronted it, an intense desire to

be accepted as a woman, by other

women. There was no rational

reason for my saying I was a

woman, no proof I could point to,

nothing to contradict the usual

definitions. Yet, the feeling is there,

and it’s real.

Some transvestites come out

very slowly, taking years. They’ll

dress more and more at home, begin

to tell their friends and families,

possibly even take hormones, all

without actually living openly as

themselves. I came out in a rush, so

fast that I’m only now beginning to

catch up on practical things like

makeup and hair. In December of

1970, no one in the world but Norma

knew I was a transvestite. In June, I

changed my name to Terri, was

wearing dresses all the time, and

even joined a Gay Women’s Liber-

ation Group.

None of this was planned, nor

even conceivable to me when I

started. At first, I just wanted to be

free to dress at home, with Norma

enjoying it with me. Then I wanted

to tell my friends and wear women's

clothes when they visited me. Then,

all of a sudden, I found I wanted

people to accept me as a woman, no

matter what I was wearing. When I

started, I was terrified of someone

finding out. Soon, I was writing

letters to magazines, visiting the

Street Transvestite Action Revolu-

tionaries in New York City, and

even considering starting a Gay
Liberation Front in the little town

where I was teaching English at the

state university.

Though I never actually wore a

dress to class, I would show up, by

the end of the term, in women’s knit

trousers, a tunic top, or even a

glittery body stocking, dance

slippers, beads, and even a bit of

makeup. My student friends, who

knew what I was doing, would sit

back and enjoy their classmates' ill-

concealed confusion, while I pre-

tended not to notice as I blithely

discussed sentence structure or

religious themes in Emily Dicken-

son’s poetry.

Many transvestites discover,

when they start to live openly in

their preferred gender, that the

erotic element dramatically dis-

appears. In its place there is a

diffuse pleasure, much deeper, a

feeling of calm and peace. You feel

tremendously excited at your great

adventure, somewhat scared as to

how you’ll succeed and how the

world will welcome you — yet that

furious sexual tension has now

relaxed to a pervasive happiness.

When this happened to me, I felt

that the 'fetish had been really a

trick of the subconscious; deep

inside, I wanted my whole self to

express the feeling of being a

woman, but because my conscious

mind would not admit this, the

subconscious narrowed the focus to

that one area of life where I couldn't

escape from it. Now that I’d come

out, the trick was no longer

necessary. Previously, I could only

perform my sexual function as a

man by secretly thinking of bras and

panties. Now, I didn’t have to be a

man at all, and I could make love as

a woman.

Many transvestites take great

pride in losing the eroticism. They

feel it justifies them, since after all,

a "real woman" isn’t sexually

turned on by her lipstick and nylons.

But this attitude once more reflects

our anti-sex conditioning. A fetish

doesn’t seem respectable. It's not

"normal." It took me some time to

realize I was reacting this way, but

once I did, I began to think about

how sexy transvestism is. At the

same time Norm was beginning her

own transvestite experiments,

getting excited by men's clothes, as

well as by seeing me in women's

clothes. Now, dressing can be a

deep satisfaction and a sexual

adventure all at once.

Then, however, when I was
coming out I was most concerned

with setting free my femininity in all

ways, particularly in bed. What does

it mean to say you make love as a

woman

?

There’s really no answer,

yet we both realized it, as a

beautiful surprise, that there, alone

and naked, my true womanness

emerged. It was partly that I didn’t

have the man’s need to screw, to

fuck, or even to ejaculate. You

become a sexual creature, you don’t

just do things. It was partly a

shyness, partly a coquettishness,

when we flirted. Partly, it was a

body that flowed rather than thrust.

It was not passiveness. Neither of

us felt that a woman was, or should

be, passive. Nor aggressive. As two

women, we could simply touch and

hug and kiss and press our thighs

and bellies and breasts together.

And yet, beneath all these

outward expressions, there was

something much deeper, something

so basic it can’t be analyzed, only

felt. All transsexuals know this

feeling, though few are lucky

enough to find a partner who will

thrill to it with them. I was lucky. To

Norma, my becoming a woman was

not only a miraculous flowering; it

was also an incredibly sensuous

thrill. For Norma was discovering

that she herself was a lesbian.
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JHOANA REIS, WINNER

TEXAS FINALS
This grand event took place at the hot exciting disco

"NUMBERS" of Houston, Texas. With the genius of producers
Rod Mayhew and Ron Martin through R.M. Productions, the
entire pageant staff made an enormous contribution to

the contest. The leading lady at the end of the three days
of high tension and expense (thanks to all the clubs and
entries for their support) was the spectacular Jhoana Reis

of San Antonio, Texas.



MISS GAY U.S.A. WINNERS
JHOANA REIS, TEXAS WINNER
LADY NOVA, TEXAS FIRST RUNNER-UP
DINA JACOBS, ILLINOIS SECOND RUNNER-UP
ROSKI FERNANDEZ, GEORGIA THIRD RUNNER-UP
SABRINA, TEXAS FOURTH RUNNER-UP

MISS GAY U.S.A. PAGEANT STAFF

RON MAYHEW
RON MARTIN
R.M. PRODUCTIONS
WAYNE ROMERO
LESTER
MIKE COOPER
ROD
EARTHA KITT
ED SMITH
T.W.I.T.

TRAVEL NETWORK
HAPPY BUDDA
PRINT-IT
SOUTHWEST TROPHIES
MANE CUTTERS
NUMBERS STAFF

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
PRODUCED BY
CHOREOGRAPHER
STAGE MANAGER
LIGHTING DIRECTOR
PROPS DESIGNED & CREATED BY
EMCEE
EMCEE
OFFICIAL PRESS
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
BANQUET FACILITIES
PROGRAM PRINTING
TROPHIES
HAIR DRESSERS
SECURITY
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JHOANA REIS Our winner also gave us the ultimate in feminine attire and ANDREA NICOLE
elegance, with her flowing, tapering gown, which took the
award in the gown division, Andrea Nicole, from Hollywood,
California, was not to be overlooked in her sensuously fitted

stunning gown with flowing cape. Her look and style are
always captivating.
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MISS TENNESSEE And Miss Tennessee startled us all with her clinging satin

gown. The spacey hairdo enhanced her overall beauty,
and the dazzling effects of the lighting made us all feel like

we were in outer space. Andrea Nicole made every
appearance an exciting involvement. She stunned us all

with this impressive action number.

ANDREA NICOLE
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3RD RUNNER-UP ROSKI FERNANDEZ
2ND RUNNER-UP DIANA JACOBS

4TH RUNNER-UP SABRINA
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We wanted the people who use Discoroma® to

answer that question in their own words. To know it, they’ve said

in unprecedented numbers, is to love it.

DISCOROMA.® A LIQUID INCENSE OF THE PUREST QUALITY. A UNIQUE
POLY-SEAL CAP PREVENTS LEAKAGE &ASSURESLONG-LASTING QUALITY.

Please send me bottles of Discoroma® from Blueboy at

$6.00 each (incl. postage & handling).

I am over 18 years of age.

I am enclosing $ in check cash M.O. or

charge to Master Charge or QBankAmericard.

Account # Expiration date

Sixth Sense
P O Box 5184. Willowwick, Ohio 44094

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SIGNATURE

(Sign your name as it appears on credit card)



MISS TEXAS SABRINA 4TH RUNNER-UP

Dianna Ross was never more magnificent than when Miss

Texas, Sabrina, portrayed her for our audience. It's no
mystery why this lovely was a very close contender. With all

the competition, 4th runner-up was a terrific

accomplishment.
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From the Producer of the Award Winning Adult Film “DESIRES WITHIN YOUNG GIRLS” HAROLD LIME Presents

“OUI”
covergirl and centerfold

NANCY
SUITER^

and
“HUSTLER” centerfold

*

DESIREE
COSTEAU

The 1979 Winner of

Adult Film Association
Erotic Awards for

BEST ACTRESS

' a

“FULLY ERECT!
...as hot as a bonfire
under a Salem witch!
The Sex scenes are
pure DYNAMITE!”

- Hustler Magazine

“100%”
- Screw Magazine

“The ‘Gone With
The Wind’ of
Adult Films.”

- Eros Magazine

THE SENSATION
OF THE 1979
CANNES FILM

FESTIVAL...

The only American
Adult Film applauded

by the whole world!

Also Starring: SERENA
.GEORGINA SPELVIN

LESLLIE BOVEE
JAMIE GILLIS

GirlS
Look for November Premieres at these tb

Check local

newspaper listings for

live personal appearances
by stars of

“THE

ECSTASY GIRLS”

Ml Starts Nov 2 at Starts Nov. 6 at MICHIGAN MICHIGAN Starts Nov. 9 at ARIZONA ILLINOIS TEXAS W
CALIFORNIA INDIANA GUILD SIX MILE WASHINGTON, D.C. KIVA ART THEATRE CINEMA WEST

;

pussYr.AT PUSSYCAT ART
INDIANAPOLIS

DETROIT HIGHLAND PARK
JEWEL

MT CLEMENS

CASINO ROYAL SCOTTSDALE CHAMPAIGNE
ADMIRAL
CHICAGO

HOUSTON
DAUVILLE

HOUSTONr EL CAJ0N HOLLYWOOD STUDIO 8

OAK PARK
WASHINGTON OHIO

Starts Nov. 7 at MIOTOWN ART THEATRE
. k PUSSYCAT

SAN DIEGO

PUSSYCAT

PUSSYCAT
BUENA PARK

ART

OAKLAND

CAMPUS
PONTIAC

ART

YPSILANTI
STUDIO NORTH
FERNDALE
CINEMA 1 & 2

MINNESOTA AKRON KENTUCKYNEW YORK StA 1 1 Lt

RENDEZVOUS
NEW YORK CITY

AVALON
MINNEAPOLIS

MASSACHUSETTS
PLAZA

TOLEDO
HEIGHTS

CRESCENT
LOUISVILLE

Starts Nov. 16 at
LAr\ tVVUUIJ LYELL & MONROE FAUST

ST. PAUL
CHELSEA CLEVELAND NEVADA TEXAS

ROCHESTER PENNSYLVANIA WESTWOOD EROTICA

LAS VEGAS
NATIONAL CITY OAKLAND CONNECTICUT NORTH CAROLINA CLEVELAND AUSTIN

CORONET
NORTH HIGHLAND

SHOWCASE
CONCORD

ART CINEMA
HARTFORD

PT HURON
CINEMA BLUE

CINEMA BLUE

CHARLOTTE
PHILADELPHIA

PHILMONT
COLUMBUS Starts Nov. 14 at

FINE ARTS
DALLAS

TENNESSEE FLINT OREGON PHILADELPHIA YOUNGSTOWN COLORADO ILLINOIS
GUILD

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE II

SAN JOSE
MIOTOWN

NASHVILLE
CINEMA X

LANSING
ALADDIN

PORTLAND
MARCHWOOD
EXTON

ART

DAYTON
KITTY S CINE ART

DENVER
CINESTAGE

CHICAGO



MISS TEXAS SABRINA 4TH RUNNER-UP LADY NOVA BERNARDO
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ALL PHOTO-ILLUSTRATED . BIG PAGE FORMAT • 100’s OF PICTURES • MANY FULL COLOR
40rty + Pleasure Chest Girls explain how men
want to use their breasts to satisfy sexual desires and sensual

fetishes. Study hundreds of photos, many in dazzling color, of

voluptuous young vixens in open blouses, loose bras, flimsy

negligees and nude splendor.

Reg. Price $14.95 Your Price $9.95

High Heels& OtherSensuous Delights An
in-depth study of erotic symbolism, completely illustrated

with hundreds of exclusive photos, many in full color.

Through case histories and concise analysis explore genitalia

adoration, buttocks fascination, body obsession, high heel

and foot fetishism, the attraction of panties, brassieres,

rubber and more.

Reg. Price $14.95 Your Price $9.95

Sexual Positions One of the most explicit “how to”

books on the market. Over 200 pages of important tips to

make you the sensuous lover you’ve always wanted to be.

Everything is shown in crisp photographs, many in color.

Special Added Feature: Flip-Corner ‘Movies’ of couples in

ACTION!
Reg. Price $15.95 Your Price $9.95

Encyclopedia Sexualis Fulfill your need to know.

Encyclopedia Sexualis contains literally thousands of erotic

terms you will never find elsewhere. Many explanations are

accompanied with provocative, stimulating photographs.

Over 120 pages in length. Perfect for those who want total

carnal knowledge.

Reg. Price $14.95 Your Price $9.95

Gentlemen

:

I just have to have this Super Sex Bonanza! Please rush me the books I’ve checked off:

40rty + Pleasure Chest CH Sexual Positions d Encyclopedia Sexualis High Heels

Send all 4 ( ) 4 checked above - $33.95 plus $1.25 postage and handling I enclose $- in

Send 3 ( ) 3 checked above - $25.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling cash check money order

Send 2 ( ) 2 checked above - $17.95 plus $ .75 postage and handling as payment in full.

Send 1 ( ) 1 checked above - $ 9.95 plus $ .50 postage and handling (Please add appropriate sales tax).

Name (Print)

Address

City State Zip

Make Checks Payable To: SPECTRUM
P.O. BOX 5184, WILLOWICK, OH 44094
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